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---------- - -----Yeager apathy?
Only 15 to 20 Yeager Scholar applications
have been submitted with less than a month to
the deadline, according to Dr. William N. Denman, director if the Society of Yeager Scholars.

9

Pay raise request

Demanding a raise in truces for higher education is what the Faculty Senate suggeated to the
Legislative Subcommittee C during it.s visit
Wednesday.

10-A.
A Marshall graduate remembers winning his
first writing contest - and then not even
remembering the hurriedly writte!l title.
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Legislators hear Marshall's funding story
By BILL FRANCE
Special Correspondent

Legislators visiting campus Wednesday were more optimistic about
future state funding for the university
than the news that has been coming
out of Charleston recently.
Marshall's administrators spent
Wednesday's President's Cabinet meeting discussing university programs
with nine members of the West Virginia Joint Subcommittee on Higher Education.
Three committee members also gave
their support to higher education and
said they were optimistic about Marshall receiving additional funding.
In the meeting, President Dale F.
Nitzschke reiterated the university's
need for more money.
" For the first time in the history of
West Virginia we've had to start a
school year with less funding than the
previous year." he said.
Despite funding cutbacks, Nitzschke
said Marshall has made several accomplishments, such as the success of the
School of Journalism, the drug alcohol
education program, the learning disabilities program, the student athlete
program and the athletic training
program.
He also cited some a<:ademic programs, such as the Society of Yeager
- - - - - - S e e ~ABINET, Page 5
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Charges against Keller dropped;
Jackson unable to provide ID
By PAT SANDERS
Staff Correspondent

Battery charges were dropped Wednesday against the president of
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity because
the complainant could not properly
identify him as his assailant.
John J. Keller, Long Branch, N .J.,
senior, was cleared of the battery
charge in Cabell County Magistrate
Court for an Oct. 22 fight at the fraternity house.
Huntington lawyer George A.
Stoltze; who represented Keller, said
Jackson contradicted earlier statements about the incident.
"He said John Keller was not the
one who struck (Jackson)," Stoltze
said. "He said he (Jackson) does not
know the person' s name, but he
would know him ifhe saw him."
Jackson's original complaint, filed
in October, said Keller attacked

Jackson as he was walking in front
of the fraternity house.
"I was walking from Burger King
on Fifth Avenue in front of the
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity house
when the accused (Keller), standing
on the porch, walked toward me
making racial slurs. We argued and
he pushed me," Jackson wrote in his
complaint. "I pushed him back and
then he tackled me and began fighting; hitting me in the chest several
times with his fist while I was protecting my face."
Stoltze said the dropped charges
also will not affect the outcome of
battery charges filed against Jackson and Darryl Burgess, Hialeah,
Fla., senior.
•
Jackson faces one count battery
form a complaint filed against
Keller. Burgess faces two counts of
the charge, stemming from complaints filed by Michael W. Robinson, and James K: Sexton.

During the leglslators' visit Wednesday, Sen. Sondra Lucht, D-Berkeley,
(left) dlscusHs matters with one of the Leglslature's administrative assistants. The visit continues today.

SGA says yes to student.voting,
no to tuition rise for salaries
By NICK SCHWEITZER
Reporter

Student Senate u~animously passed
a resolution Tuesday to work toward a
student voter registration drive.
Sen. Angela M. Hill, Huntington
senior, who sponsored the resolution,
said she hopes a voter registration
drive directed toward students will
increase the state's student voice.
" Ifwe got students to register to vote,
our voice would be the biggest in the
state," Hill said. If both Marshall and
West Virginia University students were
able to vote, they would make up a
voter constituency of about 40,000
votes, she said.
· Hill said the largest constituency
right now is approximately 18,000
teachers.
Student Body Vice President Kelly J .

Hines, Culloden junior, said some students may not be registered to vote
because it is inconvenient to go to the
Cabell County Court House.
" If students can- register on the
(Memorial Student Center) plaza, it
will be more convenient and more students might register," she said. In other business, a bill passed
initiating a petition drive protesting
additional tuitiQn hikes which support
state university staff and faculty pay
raises. Senators will collect signatures of students and faculty to protest
the fee hikes. Hill said the petitions will
be available to senators within two
weeks.
·
Also, Hines announced next week's
Student Senate meeting will be con- .
ducted in Twin. Towers West Glass
Lounge. " Hopefully, it will make us
(SGA) more visible," Hines said.
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Selling selves short
"Selling Marshall."
That's what administrators were again
doing Wednesday when members of the
Legislative subcommittees on higher education visited campus.
It is important that lawmakers know more
about the university. But, if what President
Dale F. Nitzschke and others say is true,
Marshall is already getting attention because
of such progr~ms as Yeager Scholars/
Why do we need to go through this big spiel,
then?
Secondly, we have to wonder how many
other universities in other states have to have
officials constantly preach about the schools
worth so as to get the most meager scrap of
money.
Remember that Marshall administrators
go through this routine every year and each
time, lawmakers express support for Marshall and optimism that it will get more
money.
Yet, it doesn't.
Rather, Marshall, and all other state higher
education institutions, have their budgets
cut.
It seems to us that the root cause of the
problem is an unspoken belief on the part of
lawmakers that there will no negative consequences if they don't fund higher education.
Conversely, public school organizations,
such as the West Virginia Education Association, are quite adept at using tactics that get
lawmakers attention, such as threatening
strikes. And it is public schools that get a
larger chunk of the money.
Meanwhile, higher education faculty have
allowed themselves to be put in a position
where they can be easily taken advantage of
because they have accepted lower pay, or
even, at one point, no pay for a few weeks.
Perhaps that should tell us something.
Isn't it time we stopped being so decorous?

Losing MU's Braine
Athletic Director David Braine is saying
farewell to Marshall as he had accepted a
more lucrative job at Virginia Polytechnical
Institute.
One certainly cannot blame him for accepting the job, ·which will boost his salary from
about $55,000 a year to $75,000.
But he, nonetheless, will be missed.
Braine has shown himself to be an honest,
capable director. We, at The Parthenon, have
not always agreed with his policies. But we
have respected him for his willingness to
listen and to either admit a mistake or agree
to disagree with our editorial stance.
One example of that came last year, when
The Parthenon and the student journalism
club challenged his sign policy as unconstitutional. Braine took time to meet with some
journalism professors to discuss the issue,
listened to what was said and later, rescinded
the policy. It takes a big person to admit a
mistake.
And, too, we must look at the larger picture
in examining his worth as director.
For example, Braine has shown a concern
for ensuring that athletes graduate, a problem at many schools.
All in all, while we - and others - might
have disagreed with Braine on some issues,
we understand why many say that Marshall
is losing a "pretty decent guy" as A.O. And
with that, we admit to be in agreement.

Commentaries

Letters

Riding on New York subways:
not just a ride, it's an adventure
Spending a summer in New York City has
obvious advantages. But there are a few quirks
• - found only in a city of that size - that take
some getting used to.
,
One which caused me no end of grief is the
city's dependence on the subway system. Unless you can afford a chauffeured limousine, the
subway is the most convenient method of getting around Manhatten.
There are other forms of transportation, of
course. You could take a taxi. But if you live in
the upper West Side, as I did, and worked in
midtown, you could figure on giving the bulk of
last week's pay to a foul-mouthed driver from
the Bronx who spends most of the ride turned
around, working himself into a frenzy over the
Yankees' failure to earn the pennant, instead of
watching the road.
Worse than that are the drivers who speak no
English, have strange bumper-stickers emblazoned with garbled Arabic symbols and the
likeness of an irate Ayatollah and who drive by
the United Nations Building with a devious
grin. And then there are the "gypsy cabs" - the
only cab service in town willing to cruise Harlem at 3 a.m. looking for fares: Ride with them
and you're likely to end up stranded in Ho-hoAfter watching my uncle nm the traffic gauntlet and literally parallel "bump" his tiny Sprint
into parking places half the size of the car, I
decided driving in the city was not something_I
wanted to try. Streets in New York have no
designated lanes and drivers use horns instead

of directionals to indi~ate moves as well as emotions. Therefore, to avoid the gamut of possible
tragedies associated with these more conventional methods of transportation, I
opted for the subway.
·
, Arriving in New York a week before my
internship began, I adventurously decided to
catch the subway to midtown to see the Time &
Life Building and take in some of wild, wonderful Manhattan.
By the end of my four-block trek to the subway
station I was sweating profusely and looking
rather disheveled. As I descended the vomit-covered stairs to the station, I fought- to no avail
- to keep New York horror stories from my
youth out of my mind. Once underground, I
tried futilely to compose myself in the oven-like
confines of the station.
You're liable to see anything in the subway;
beggers and winos have their place, of course,
but so do unrestrained domestic disputes, people heeding Mother Nature's call, party-goers
snoring off the previous night's revelry in the
station's soothing apocalyptic commotion and
people carrying on heated political debates with
themselves.
Through this urban cesspool files a constant
stream of commuters. Both affluent and average pass through the turnstiles and trains on
their way to any number of destinations.
So, you see, it is easy for a newcomer to feel
intimidated.
On that first day, as the train came to a halt
and the doors slid open, I was confronted with a
wall of humanity; nameless, faceless New
Yorkers packed like Vienna sausages in a tin.
I timidly, repeatedly asked those blocking the
entrance to excuse me. They didn't respond. I
becamepanickyasiheardtheconductor'svoicP
- a version of Brooklynese so garbled by the
intercom and years of practice it was barei ~
understandable - warn to watch for the closing
doors. I lunged into the car, raking shins and
knees with my size Ias.• My. newly~acquired ..

Brent
Cunningham
briefcase collided with the breast of a rather
attractive woman, and I'm sure my arms, in
their haste to get through the doors, brushed
promiscuously against both male and female
travellers. The dirty looks and obscenities passed
without incident.
I soon learned New York subway riders are
used to this behavior, though they are not so
clumsy. I guess they'xe mastered the art of
blending effortlessly, like a stray globule of
mercury, into the mass.
The rest of the afternoon went well ... until the
trip home.
I was unsure of where to catch the train back
uptown as I had forgotten my cousin's directions. I searched for a station that said "up-

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~,'
You're liable to see anything in the subway;
beggers and winos have their place, of course, but
so do unrestrained domestic disputes, people
heeding Mother Nature's call, party-goers snoring
off the previous night's revelry ...

town" near the one from which I had emerged
earlier. That seemed logical enough. Rejoicing
when I spotted just such a station, I waited for
the train as I read Sports Illustrated, confident I
had mastered the subway.
Sure enough, the train was making all the
stops it had made coming down. When it reached
116th Street, I got off and bounded jubilantly up
the steps, glad to be back on "familiar" turf.
Once on the street I froze. This wasn't Broadway. I got a hollow feeling in my stomach. I
wasn't where I was supposed to be. The neighborhood was run down, full of vacant buildings
- the whole works. I was the only white person
and was wearing a suit and tie. To say I looked
conspicuous just doesn't capture it.
After asking a man who had been on the train
the direction to Morningside Drive, I nervously
made my way through the streets and then
through Morningside Park which lay between
East Harlem and my building.
As it turned out, I made it home unscathed.
My fears were not totally unfounded, though. A
few years ago, my uncle said, a man visiting
New York made the same error I made, and was
stabbed to death in Morningside Park.
A month or so later - after a few more compromising situations - I had become a veteran
subway traveller. I came to love the city and
plan to return someday. But I will never enjoy
that sense of helplessness you feel when throttling through a · tunnel; surrounded by Yuppies
and gutter vermin with what sounds like Coussin.It at the C,Qn,tr.oh1 ..
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By GARY LARSON

- Letters

Commentaries

Our readers speak

Praise for courage
To the Editor:

President gives a hand
to those who offered one
To the Editor:

As you are aware, West Virginia recently had an
extremely critical situation as forest fires raged
throughout the state. In response to that crisis, a
grf!at number of Marshall students volunteered to
help fight the fires.
.
I would like to extend my personal thanks to those
students. As it turned out, their services were not
needed but the fact they were willing to volunteer for
difficµlt, dirty, dangerous work is a strong indication
of their awareness of the need for all of us to be
prepared to respond to community and individual
crises.
Thanks, we're proud of you!
Dr. Dale F. Nitzschke
university president

"Good heavens. Mr. Farley, is that the end of
someone's nose I see down there?"

On Nov. 3, you printed a letter to the editor
from Hassana Monroe-Shareef, president of
Black United Students. In it, Ms. Monroe:Shareef said the non-publication of a picture of the
Homecoming Queen Sheryl Coles and Mr. Marshall, Kenny Green, may have been prompted
by racial bias.
On Nov. 10, freshmen Jim Stowers and Rob
Robertson responded in a letter. They said Ms.
Monrow-Shareef had misconstrued the situation.
They are certainly entitled to express their
views, but, they went on to personally attack
her by claiming she was intentionally stirring
up racial animosity without cause and seeking
attention for herself.
Our country has a long, ugly history of
racism. Today, racist attitud~s. though usually
more subtly manifested than before, continue
to exist. It is only through the expressed perceptions of individuals like Ms. Monroe-Shareef
that we can continue the self-examination so
necessary in the quest for equality. I commend
her for the courage to speak out and encourage
others · to recognize the racial implications
inherent in some situations.
Patricia Matters
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1701 5th Ave., Phone 525-1771
Yes, We Do Service!
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BIG BRUTE STUN GUNS

·Get back to school, and back to work, with a
collection of the newest hairstyles. Then use
Roffler professional hair products to help repair ·
summer damage and maintain your new hair
fashion. It's the Cut'n Care, Fall Cut'n Class Collection, only at your .Roffler Family Hair Center.

CLASSIFIED
ON-CAMPUS travel representative or
organization needed to promote trip
to Florida. Earn money, free trips, and
valuable work experience. Call InterCampus Programs 1-800-433-7747.
PARTY PEOPLE wanted. 1896 Club.
Apply in person after 8:00 p.m. 1502
3rd Avenue.
RESORT HOTELS, Cruise lines, Airlines and Amusement Parks NOW
accepting applications for summer
jobs, internships, and career positions. For information and application, write National Collegiate Recreation, P.O. Bo;x 8074, Hilton Head

Island, SC 29938.

fttaz3ee

GAIN EXPERIENCE and earn money
while working on Fortune 500 Companies Marketing Programs on campus! Flexible hours each week. Call
1-800-821-1543.

:J.£.'l,'l,y

SELF-HELP GROUP for bulemics and
anorexics. Located at 1 1th St. and 4th
Ave. - Coal Exchange Bldg. 6:30
Thursday nights. For more information call 529-2989.

1..-------------------------.. BECOME A
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER

NOW HIRING. M/F

in 18 months

Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc.

BECOME A
COMPUTER OPERATOR

CALL NOW:
20 -736-0775

in 12 months

CALL 697-7550

Reg. Price
$14.00
$13.00
$45.00

Girls' Styling
Guys' Styling
P€rms

LOOKING FOR STUDI Blonde Golden
Retriever. Call 738-1679.' ·

CRUISE SHIP·

ti$ now! 1

itou ob/9

.

I~

820 10th St.
1112 4th Ave.

523-8385
525-4247

t"The 1896 ciub g
4

M.U. Price
$10.00
$10.00
$35.00
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.
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Beyond MU
State

From The Associated Press

World

Nation

President not guilt-free, report charges
WASHINGTON - President
' ' !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
Reagan bears ultimate responsibility for the Iran-Contra affair that
We emphatically reject the idea that through these mistakes, the
plunged his administration into criexecutive branch subverted the law, underminded the Constisis because he allowed a "cabal of
tution or threatened democracy.
the zealots" to seize control of policy
and bypass the law, congressional
Republic.an dlucntas
investigators said Wednesday in
their final report.
' ' iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.i
"These committees found no direct
evidence suggesting that the presifiled a sharp dissent, contending
The 690-page document lays out a
dent was a knowing participant in
that while the administration had
story of two-faced policymaking,
the effort to deceive Congress and
made mistakes they amounted to no
mauive confusion among top offithe American public," the investi. cials, exceuive secrecy and decepmore than errors of judgment.
gating panels wrote. " But the presiThe minority accuaed the Demotion and a cavalier attitude toward
dent's actions and statements conlegal requirements and constitucratic majority of selective use of
tributed to the deception."
evidence to build an indictment of
tional procedures.
In one new revelation, the report
"The common ingredients of the
Reagan for partisan reasons. "We
also said that some U.S. weapons
emphatically reject the idea that
Iran and Contra policies were
suppoeedly provided to strengthen
secrecy, deception and disdain for
through these mistakes, the execuIranian moderates actually went to
tive branch subverted the law,
the law," the report said. "A small
. Iran's radical Revolutionary Guards group of senior officials believed
undermined the Constitution or
and that U.S. officials were told that that they alone knew what was
threatened democracy," the GOP
one of the "moderates" in the U.S.
members wrote.
right."
dealings was in fact the person who
Those conclusions were not
In previously undisclosed informasterminded the kidnapping of
mation, the report said the adminisunanimous. All six Republicans on
William Buckley, the Beirut CIA
the House committee, and two of the tration was duped when, distrusting
station chief
who died.in captivity.
middleman Manucher Ghorbanifar,
five GOP Senate panel members
.
'

Kanawha County Sheriff admits
former use of Illegal substances
CHARLESTON - Kanawha County Sheriff
Danny Jones, citing "immaturity, stupidity, and a
propensity to walk on the
wild side," on Wednesday
confirmed that he used
dn,.gs before becoming the
chief law officer in West
Virginia's largest county.
Jones, 37, said he waited to call a press conference
to discuss his drug use until after the trial of.Charleston Mayor Mike Roark, a fellow Republican.
Roark, a 42-year-old former Kanawha County
prosecutor, pleaded guilty Tuesday to six misdemeanor counts of cocaine possession and agreed to
resign from office as part of an agreement in which
24 other charges against him will be dropped.
Jones, who said he has cooperated with federal
investigators, said he does not expect to be
indicted and said he has not used drugs since
being elected sheriff in 1984.
"I don't feel like I have any legal exposure,"
Jones said. " I'm a good sheriff and I know the
law."
Jones said Roark administration officials were
responsible for leaking to a local paper a synopsis
of the sheriffs two interviews with federal agents
in 1986.
That report said Jones, who described himself
as a former "pot-head," had used marijuana and
cocaine from 1978 to 1983.

Roark investigation complete;
taxpayers stuck with 3-year tab
CHARLESTON - The investigation that
culminated in Mayor Mike Roark's guilty plea to
six misdemeanor drug charges began officially in
late 1984 and took three years to complete, officials said Wednesday.
But U.S. Attorney Michael Carey said his office
has no figures on how much the investigation
that led to Roark's indictment on 'l:7 drug and
three obstruction of justice charges cost the
taxpayers.
Defense attorney James Mcintrye said on Wednesday he could not estimate the cost either, but
said the government admitted it had "officially"
opened the case in late 1984 and likely had begun
,.ap_i1,1(0TJP~\ i.n:v~E1tig~tj9.I). WE:ll befort! tbat.tin:u:. •

Jury convicts two neo-Nazls
in Jewish radio talk show case
DENVER - A jury
convicted two neo-Nazis of
civil rights violations in
the 1984 submachine-gun
slaying of Alan Berg, a
Jewish radio talk show
host who had ridiculed one
of them on the air as "sick
... pathetic."
Two other neo-Nazis
.
. were acquitted Tuesday in the case against four
members of the right-wing, white-supremacist
group The Order. The U.S. District Court jury
deliberated more than 10 hours over two days.
Berg was ambushed on the driveway of his
Denver townhouse, hit by 13 bullets from a silencer-equipped, .45-caliber submachine gun. His
killers were alleged to have stalked him for several days.
Bruce Pierce, the alleged triggerman, and David
Lane, who was accused of driving the get away
car, were convicted of violating Berg's civil rights
by killing him because he was Jewish. There was
no applicable murder statute under federal law.

Scrapping some nuclear weapons
objective of U.S./Sovlet treaty
GENEVA - A treaty scrapping intermediaterange nuclear weapons will be ready for signing
next month, U.S. and Soviet officials said after
three days of pre-summit talks.
The talks laid the groundwork for President
Reagan and Mikhail S. Gorbachev, who are are
scheduled to hold the summit in Washington Dec.
7-10.
"A great deal of progress has been made over
the past three days," an American source said
after the pre-summit talks ended Tuesday.

Navy dolphin dies of pneumonia
white serving U.S. In Persian Gulf
WASHINGTON - The Navy says a dolphin
that died in the Persian Gulf where it was stationed on surveillance duty had picked up some
type of bacterial infection that ultimately developed into pneumonia.
The Pentagon announced last month it had dispatched six of the water-dwelling mammals at the
request of the U.S. commander in the gulf "to provide an underwater surveillance and detection
capability.': . . . ~

it switched to what it saw as a more
trustworthy "second channel" in its
attempts to find an opening to Iranian moderates. ,
"The second channel turned out to
represent the same Iranian leaders
as did the first channel," the report
said, and the recipients of some of
the weapons could hardly be described as moderates. ·
Such developments underscore the
conclusion of Secretary of State
George Shultz that "Our guys ... got
taken to the cleaners," the report
said.
The document, reflecting information recently furnished by the Israeli
government, also indicated that as
early as Dec. 5, 1985, National
Security Council aide Lt. Col. Oliver
North had plans to use Iranian
weapons sales to generate profits
that could be used to support Nicaragua's U.S.-backed Contras.
At the time, Congress had barred
"direct or indirect" military aid to
the rebels.

Judge orders trial after delays
In Carbide disaster settlement
BHOPAL, India India and the Union Carbic:te Corp. failed Wednesday to reach a settlement
in the Bhopal gas disaster
case, and a judge ordered
both sides to appear on
Nov. 27 to schedule a trial.
Attorneys for both sides said they would continue efforts to reach an out-of-court agreement in
the world's worst industrial accident, which the
government said left 2,660 people dead.
-"I had come Wednesday with the expectation of
hearing good news about a settlement, but now I
am deeply disappointed," District Judge M.W. Deo
said during a 15-minute hearing at the Bhopal
courthouse.
He said the Nov. 27 session would be "to fix the
schedule" for trying the case. Lawyers said in
interviews that Deo probably would set a date
then for preliminary hearings to begin.
The Indian government sued Union Carbide for
$3 billion last year after refusing a $350 million
out-of-court settlement.
Deo had given the lawyers until Wednesday to
try to reach agreement on a financial settlement
in the case.

11-year old jumbo jet stowaway
receives free flight down under
FRANKFURT, West Germany - Lufthansa
will not seek to punish -an 11-year-old girl who
slipped onto a jumbo jet and got a free round trip
to Australia, an airline spokesman said.
Nuron Oruc was looking for adventure when
she befriended a Turkish-speaking woman at the
Frankfurt airport on Saturday, walked onto the
plane with her and flew to Melbourne, said Lufthansa spokesman Stefan Hilscher. The airline
flew her back on Tuesday.
"She somehow went unnoticed through three
separate pre-flight checkpoints by mingling with
the crowd," Hilscher said in a telephone
interview.
Nuron's father is one of West Germany's Turkish "guest workers" and the family lives in
Hanau, 20 miles east of Frankfurt.
Hilscher said Lufthansa will pay for the trip
because "she slipped through our own checkpoint." An economy-class round trip to Australia
costs more than $4,100, he said.
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Cabinet-Faculty: more taxes for funding continued
from Page 1
Del. Richard Houvouras, D-Cabell, said
he was willing to vote for the line item
Reporter
and tax increase.
Del. George "Buffy" R. Warner, RFaculty suggested the Legislature Monongalia said that an increase in
raise taxes in order to fund higher edu- taxes was not as simple as the faculty
cation Wednesday.
portrayed it. "Although some people
This request was made after the Fac- are willing to say yes to a sales tax, you
ulty Senate met and decided to list the - need to take a look at the comparisons
priorities in what they considered the and contrasts in the amount ofrevenues
most important. Those priorities were raised from taxes," he said.
to continue the futl funding of faculty
Marshall has a serious problem in
staff, restore the base budget reduction
keeping
and attracting quality profesand the full funding of the salary scale.
These requests were made by the sors Dr. Steven D. Mewaldt, professor
Faculty Senate President, Dr. Rainey of psychology, said. "There is a great
crisis at this school. My department
Duke. _
One of the legislators Del. Patricia 0 . has 10 faculty members; eight of them
Hartman, D-Cabell, said she was happy are looking to leave as soon as possible
that no one suggested the cledication of and these people are tenurep faculty,''
he said.
lottery funds to higher education.
Mewaldt added, "I think this is a criDr. Christopher L. Dolmetsch, associate professor of Modem Languages, sis not only for Marshall, but West Virasked where the legislature could get ginia as well when we can't keep qualthe funding. "Assuming that with your ity in education. Education and induswisdom you are able to have the vision try must work together in a movement
and ideas, where will the revenues toward and educated citizenry."
Del. Dee Capperton, D-Kanawha, said
come from?," Dolmetsch said.
In full agreement with the faculty she is in full support ofraising taxes for
By RONDA SEMRAU

higher education. "I realize that the
cuts higher education took were truly
cuts in quality, and my support will be
toward a sales tax increase because
students can no longer pay higher fees,"
Caperton said.
In order for the pressure to work in
the tax raise issue, the faculty must
push for and continue to fight, Senator
George "Buffy"Wamer, R-Monogalia
said.
Duke said there is no increase in
positions and some legislators have
suggested an increase in the work load
from the present twelve hours to an
additional fifteen hours.
"If we want more West Virginians to
attend college we have to increase our
faculty and staff," Duke said. "Our
classes are overloaded and there is no
room to accomodate the people."
According to Del. Stephen T. Williams, D-Cabell, Marshall is carrying
the flag for higher education in West
Virginia. He admitted Marsliall is
grossly underfunded and said faculty
members have to become advocates for
Marshall and direct education funding.

Legislators meet with Student Senate,
discuss ways to increase funding
By NICK SCHWEITZER
Reporter

Nine legislators visited Student Senate Wednesday and informally discussed ways of pumping more money
into the state's higher education system.
The legislators, who are members of
West Virginia's Legislative Joint Subcommittee on Higher tducation, answered student senators' questions and
listened to their suggestions on the
state's money.problem.
Legislators present at the meeting
were Sen. Ned B. Jones, D-Cabell; Del.
Richard Houvouras, D-Cabell; Del.
Stephen T. Williams, D-Cabell; Sen.
George "Buffy" Warner, Jr., R-Monongalia; Del. John Overington, R-Berkeley; Del. Patricia 0. -Hartman, D-Cabell; Sen. Sondra Moore Lucht, D-Berkeley; Sen. J .D. Brackenrich, D-Greenbrier; and Del. Phyllis E. Given,
D-Cabell.
Student Body President Brendan S.
"Scooby" Leary, South Charleston
senior, started the ball rolling by asking the legislators what they think of
Republican gubernatorial candidate
John Raese's idea of running the state
like a business by privatization of certain businesses.
Sen. Brackenrich said this idea will
not work in all areas, citing an example
of the privatization of Hawk's Nest
State Park concession. "This cut out all
(employees') insurance benefits and cut

their wages down to three d".>Jlars an
hour," Brackenrich said. "The employees were set back ... Is this progressive or regressive?"
Sen. Lucht added she has no strong
feelings against privatization, "but we
(the state government) usually end up
subsidizing them (the businesses)," she
said. ''The government usually controls
things that private institutions· can't
make a profit from."
Another prominent topic discussed
was the possibility of students finding
jobs after graduation. Del. Overington
asked Student Senate how many people would like to stay in West Virginia
after graduation. Five student senators raised their hands. Del. Overington then asked how manY._ of those five
feel jobs will be available for them
upon graduation. None responded.
Student Senator D. Lynn Woode, Man
junior and education · major, said,
''There's no way I'd stay in West Virginia. Why should I when I know I'm just
as good a teacher as anyone else and
would have to settle for half of the pay
teachers get in other states?"
Concerning the idea of a sales tax on
groceries to generate more money into
the state, Del. Given asked the student
senators, "How many of you would
vote for a three percent sales tax on
groceries?" No student senators raised
hands, and Del. Given said that is
probably how the state's voters would
react also.
StudentSenator AngelaM. Hill, Hun-

lonafd's ·Cheese Corner
950 9th Ave. Huntington, WV 25701

• Drive-ttfru
• Domestic and imported
beers, wines and cheeses

Huntington's only fuU-service
.Watem Union outlet - Ask about Flash-Cash
- - - - - Phone 529-6681 - - - - -

tington senior, asked the legislators
the final question. "What do you think
of the Board of Regents?" she asked.
Sen. Lucht said, "On a scale of one to
ten, I'll give it a three." ,

Scholars, the $1 million John Deaver
and Elizabeth G. Drinko Endowed
Chair for the College of Liberal Arts.
Nitzschke stressed the university's
increased enrollment. "We have 593 of
the 850 new students enrolled in higher
education," he said. "We are educating
more West Virginians than·any other
college or university in the state of
West Virginia. We have at least eight
students from every county in the entire
state.
"Those facts and figures need to be
looked at. If we are going to continue to
move on, we will need the necessary
resources."
Kenneth Adkins, D-Wayne, said he
thinks the university has a positive
future. "Marshall is capturing the attention of the public. With the ACT scores
up and the increase in enrollment,
you're definitely gaining the attention
of the public.

"As far as funding goes, I believe
that Marshall will capture its fair share
this time around."
Another legislator who said she
suppports Marshall is Pat 0. Hartman,
D-Cabell, the acting chairwoman of
the subcommittee. She said the Legislature will be able to replace cut
finances.
After Nitzschke· finished speaking,
Buster Neel, executive vice president/ vice president for finance and administration, outlined the university's budget
and financial projections for next year.
"I don't think you came here expecting to hear only good news,'' Neel said.

Talk about Marshall
·10 continue today
with sta·t e legislators
,By BILL FRANCE
'Special Correspondent

, It's not over yet.
The West Virginia Legislature Joint Subc9mmittee on Higher EducatiQn will continue its busy schedule today with a visit to Marshall's
Medical Education Building.
. During Wednesday morning's President's Cabinet meeting Dr. Lester
R. Bryant, vice president and dean of the Medical School, said he hoped
that Wednesday's busy schedule didri't "wear them out."
The day will begin at the Veterans Administrative Medical Center on
Spring Valley Drive where they will be meeting with administrators at 9
~.m. The legislators will tour the facilities at 10 a.m.-meet with classified
employees at 10:30 a.m., and with the medical faculty at 11 a.m.
University administrators will have a "wrap-up" session with the
legislators at 2 p.m. in Memorial Student Center.

Marco's Specials
Free PopcornReduced Beverage Prices
5:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m. Mon-Fri.

Free Food"Marco's Munchies"
( with any purchase)

Mon.-ltalian Hogie-$2.15
Tues.-Hot Ham/Cheese Sub-$2.45
Wed.-Philly Steak Sandwich-$2.25
Thurs.-Gri Iled Rueben-$2.25
Fri.-Meatbal I Hogie-$2.25
Located-Basement Student Center
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Forensic team -to be host this weekend
By PEG PIERCE
Reporter

For Marshall students who like to
talk, this may be an ideal weekend.
The forensics team will host its Sixth
Annual Chief Justice Forensics Tournament Friday and Saturday. Twentyfive teams from across the nation, including WestPoint, George Mason Uni-

versity ~nd defending champion Michigan State will compete against the
Marshall team.
Events will take place in several
campus buildings with headquarters
in Smith Hall.
·Dr. Bert Gross, associate professor of
speech and adviser to the forensics
team, said, " We take this as an opportunity to repay the hospitality the other

'Dance of P-assion'
in Keith-Albee tonight
Steamy rhythms of the Caribbean, classic
flamenco of Spain and the popular folk dances of Latin American will be presented by
the Ballet Hispanico, a New York City ballet
and modern dance company, today at 8 p.m.
at the Keith-Albee Theater.
The ballet is led by Tina Ramirez, artistic
director for Ballet Hispanico. Ramirez. Dr.
Mary Marshall, professor of theater and
dance, will coordinate a dance master class
for students with intermediate dance skills
today, 10 a.m. to noon, in the Gullickson Hall
dance studio. Cost is $10.
Tickets for the ballet are $10, $8 and $6 for
adults, half-price for youth under 17. They
may be purchased from the Artists Series
Office, Memorial Student Center 1W23.

schools have given us when we competed in their events."
The tournament will consist ofdebate
competitions and individual competitions both days.
·
Gross said the debate competition
consists of six teams of six members
each. Each team will participate in a
minimum of six debates with one judge
for the semi-finals and a panel of three

judges for the finals.
The top 12 competitiors in the individual competitions will go on to the
finals. Each event will be scored differently. Approximately 20 Marshall students will compete in these events.
Gross said the competitions are now
closed to new entrants but spectators
are welcome. A guide to the events will
be available in the lobby of Smith Hall.

Industrial safety aim o·f student group;
speaker to discuss hazardous materials
By ANNEKE LEURDIJK
Reporter

A student chapter of the American Society of
Safety Engineers (ASSE) has been established by the
Department of Mining, Occupational and Transportation Safety (MOTS).
.
Dr. Ronald Hawley; director of the chapter, said he
hopes to get as many students involved as possible.
"The tiurpose of the student chapter is to bring
more professionalism into the safety field," he said.
According to Steven Thomas, chapter president,
the organization is attempting to obtain a HERF
grant to publish a report about fire safety. The report
will be presented to elementary students at Salt Rock,
Merritts Creek, and West Hamlin. The chapter also
will be involved in other community services through-

out the year.
Participants will meet the third Thursday of each
month in Gullickson Hall 3 at 6:30 p.m. Speakers will
present information about safety programs. Today a
speaker from ARMCO, Inc., of Ashland, Ky., will
discuss standards for handling hazardous industrial
materials.
In March, the chapter will sponsor a speaker
from the AFL-CIO in the Sixth Annual National
Safety Conference.
·
Thomas said he urges students from all disciplines
to attend the meetings. "Safety can be integrated in
business a nd science fields and all across the board,"
he said.
Other officers of the student chapter include Bob
Morey, vice president, and Patty Cazad, secretary-treasurer.

'Bread' using power of _pen to combat world hunger
helping poor and hungry countries.
By ANITA KNICELEY
Staff ·correspondent

With runs for hunger, songs for
hunger and other fund raisers, various
groups have been alleviating some of
the starvation in third-world countries.
However, some feel this is not enough.
Bread for the World is a Christian
lobbying organization concerned with

O

I

i

Sam Nickels, regional representative
for Bread, was in the Campus Christian Center Tuesday to talk with Marshall students and members of the
community and to reorganize the local
Bread chapter.
Nickels said the national organization is encouraging its memebers to
write to and call congressmen in support of certain amendements on the

HERE'S AN IDEA THAT COULD MEAN ...
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MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
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foreign aid authorization bill. " If a
congressional representative received
10 well-informed letters on a subject
lik.e this, it would have a positive
impact," he said.
Nickels said Bread also works to.help
foreign countries relieve thier debts to
the United States.

ested in profit - there needs to be a
group who looks after these countries'
interests," Nickels said.
Support for this involves a bill that
would give small businesses in poor
countries loans to set up businesses
helping to improve their economies.

" In a country where the main players in the government are banks and
large corporations - both only inter-

No one faces cancer alone.
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University Bookstore
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We need Plasma donors and we pay CASH/
Earn up to $25. oo per week by donating regularly.
Donating Plasma Is SAFE/

Hours:
Mon. 6 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Tues. Thurs. Fri. 6 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wed. 6 a.m. - 2 p.m.
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You can help fight diseases
You can help improve life for others
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Employees will -workeven if students don't
By KAREN E. KLEIN
Reporter

Students may get a break in case of
bad weather, but employees may be left
out in the cold.
The Marshall policy statement on
inclement weather states "although it
may be necessary to suspend classes
because of inclement weather or other
problems on some occasions, offices
will not be closed and all employees
will be expected to report to work."
According to the statement, if university officials determine the university should stay open, employees who
choose not to risk travel do so at their
own expense. Employees have to either
take annual leave, a day off without
pay, or compensatory time, if they have
it.
Compensatory time is earned for having worked · extra, Paul J . Michaud,
director of personnel, said. He said
compensatory time can be earned by
working over-time, and may be cumulative, but it must be used during the
same two-week pay period it was
earned. West Virginia law states if the
compensatory time was earned during

a holiday, the employee has 60 days to
use it. Michaud said after those time
periods, the compensatory time is no
longer on the employee's record.
The policy continues, "In the event of
an extreme situation (tornado, flood,
ice storm, campus disturbance, etc.)
and the employees' presence is not
desired on campus, this information
will be disseminated to the news
media. A decision as to whether the
missed time will be chargeable to leave,
compensatory time, or a non-pay situation will be determined by the president and communicated through supervisors on the first day normal campus
operation is resumed."
Buster Neel, executive vice president/vice president for .finance and
administration, said the financial
effects of bad weather will not be felt by
the university at large. "The direct
impact will be on plant operations.
Very cold weather may freeze the
pipes, which would cause problems,
and heating bills could be very large
with extended very cold weather."
Neel said the effects on instruction
will be determined at the time, based on
the amount of time closed.

Finished with contests?
Marshall student isn't
BY ANITA KNICELEY
Staff Correspondent

Win the car of your dreams.
It's your chance for the trip of a
lifetime.
Enter the grand sweepstakes drawing.
Most people say that no one ever
wins them, but like Steven Matthews,
Huntington senior, they enter them
\ ,1
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anyway.
Like many people, Matthews entered
the Shoney's Hawaiian Sweepstakes.
Unlike others, however, he won.
"It was suprising," he said. "I had
entered these type of contests all my
life and never won anything."
Thanks to a Shoney's drawing last
spring, Matthews spent seven days
this fall basking in the warm sunshine.
He won one of five trips to Hawaii.
Matthews took his mother and two

Student Orientation
Assistant for Summer
SPEND YOUR SUMMER HELPING

DUTIES:
--Assist in planning New Student Orientation Program
--Contacting new students directly by telephone
--Participate in Training Program
--Perform clerical duties relevant to Orientation
--Implement Orientation Program including:
·Facilitating information groups
•Leading campus tours
•other duties as appropriate
~

QUAL/FIGA TIONS:

--Participate in~:~v;lluaijtio~n~~ro~f
p~:g,r~
a·~~ijl . .•
1
--Current undergraduate student
\I ,1
--Minimum of 2.5 GPA
--One year attendance at Marshall
--Must be returning to Marshall for the 1988-89 academic year

-~,
-{,;~,~-✓,

Please submit applications, current resume and one (1) letter of reference from a
campus source to: Dr. Don E. Robertson, assistant dean of student affairs
and director of orientation-- 2W31 Memorial Student Center
Marshall University Huntington, WV 25701

SALARY: $600.00 per month, plus room and board
DA TES: May 15 to July 31 , 1988. (Students should be available during the spring
semester for consultation and planning.)

APPL/CATIONS AVAILABLE:
--Memorial Student Center
·student Life Office (2W31)
·student Activities Office (2W38)
·Minority Students· Office (1W25)
--Residence Life Office (Twin Towers East Lo bby)
--Student Development Center (Prichard Hall)
--Financial Aid Office (122 Old Main)

APPL/CATION DEADLINE: December 14, 1987

Looking good

Pholo by Chris Hancock

Marshall students Kem Morgan, Debbra Eversole, Kelley Smith and
Lee Baird will model In Levi Strauss & Co.'s "Fun, Fashion and Feellng"
fashion show noon to 7 p.m. Saturday at the Huntington Mall. The
Public Relations Student Society of America Is sponsoring the show as
part of Its Levis publicity campaign.

nephews.
He said his mother also had gone to
breakfast with him and entered the
contest. "We agreed that if one of us
won, the other would be invited to go
along," Matthews said.
Because of business, Matthews was
unable to go until September.
Snorkeling held the most appeal for
Matthews, he said. The underwater

world included coral, brightly colored
fish and inactive volcano.
The luau, however, was a disaster, he
said. "It wasn't that the food was bad,"
Matthews said. " But the parking lot
was all sand, and every time a bus
pulled in we were showered with it."
Matthews said the trip was enjoyable and he wished it could have lasted
longer.

•
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Y·e ager applications like molasses:
They're trickling in this year,
in spite of increased mailings
areas as last year and also to western
Pennsylvania, South Carolina and
Georgia, Denman said.
Special Correspondent
To qualify for the pi:ogram, a high
It seems fewer high school seniors school senior must have scored 28 or
are dreaming of becoming "Only the better on the ACT or 1,200 or better on
the SAT.
Best."
The student applying must have a
Dr. William N. Denman, director of
the Society of Yeager Scholars, said the good grade point avarage as well as
program· had received about 15 or 20 have participated in a wide range of
scholarship applications with the dead- extra-curricular activities or community services, Denman said. They should
line less than a month away.
Denman said the situation is mis- be energetic in completing tasks,
leading. He said the Society, which mature, self-disciplined and possess
accepts 20 students each year for .a leadership potential in and out of the
·
program which includes free tuition classroom.
Screening of the applications is done
and room and board, expects to receive
many applications within the next few by members of program's steering comweeks. "It will get wild by the end of the mittee. "We evaluate everyone with the
point system. Giving points for grade
month."
·
Letters are already being sent to point average and activities. We take
applicants informing them thier file is the high scorers and begin the interviews."
complete, Denman said.
Denman said 130 students were interDenman said 15,442 pieces of information were sent out this year- 2,115 · viewed last year before the 50 finalists
were selected. "I'm not sure exactly
more pieces than last year.
The direct mailing went to the same how many we'll interview this year."
By BILL FRANCE

and Feeling" fashion show Saturday
from noon to 3 p.m. at the Huntington
Mall. Live mannequin models will be
used. More information is available by
calling 696-6696.

Calendar
Campus Entertainment Unllmlted will
sponsor singer/guitarist Rob Harris
today at 9 p.m. in Marco's. More information is available by calling 696-2290.
Gamma Beta Phi officers will meet
today at 4 p.m. in Campus Christian
Center.

Jefferson Avenue Baptist Church will
sponsor Fall Harvest Singles Rally
Saturday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at 615
10th Street West. More information is
available by calling 525-2644.
Cinema Art, CommlttN of CElt will

meet Monday at 5 p.m. in Marco's.
More information is available by calling 696-2290.

Cinema Arts CommlttN of CEU will
sponsor the movies, "American Anthem," "American Graffiti" and "Sweet
Liberty" Friday at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. in
Marco's. More information is available
by calling 696-2290.

Coffeehouse Committee will meet
Tuesday at 9:15 p.m. in Memorial Student Center 2W38. More information is
available by calling 696-2290.

Public Relations Student Society of
America will sponsor a "Fun, Fashion

MAPS/UCAM and Computer Professionals for Soclal Responslblllty will

BE TRUE TO YOUR SCHOOL

The Marshall-WVU

Blood
Donor
Challenge

Photo by BEN PETRY

This crowd of finalists could Indeed be a thing of the past, If the current
response to Yeager Scholar applications Is any Indication. Only 15 to 20
have been returned so far, with the deadline to submit applications less than
a month away.
sponsor the video " Reliability and Risk:
Computers and Nuclear War" Tuesday
at 3:30 p.m. in Smith 336. More information is available by calling 525-9835.

sponsor the movie "A Miracle on 34th
Street" Dec. 11 at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. in
Marco's. More information is available
by calling 696-2290.

Campus Entertainment Unllmlted will
sponsor comedian/ singer Dave Rudolf
Nov. 30 at 9 p.m. in Marco's. More
information is available by calling
696-2290.

Ski Club will sponsor a ski trip Jan.
7-13 to Vail, Colorado. The trip is $485
and includes round-trip flight, six-night
condominium stay and five day lift
tickets. More informtion is available
by calling Sharon Stanton at 696-2943.

Women's Center will _sponsor a
Lunchbag Seminar, "Investment Strategies in a Changing Economy," Dec. 2
from noon to 1 p.m. in Prichard 143.
More information is available by calling 696-3112.

Pick-me-up," sponsored by Baptist Campus Ministry, will be every Wednesday
at 9:15 p.m. in Campus Christian Center. More information is available by
callling 696-2444.

"Night Chapel, the Mlddle of the V(eek

sponsor "The Trend" Dec. 3 at 9 p.m. in
Marco's. More information is available
by calling 696-2290.

Musllm Students Anoclatlon meets
every Friday at 1 p.m. and every Sun
ay at 6 p.m. at 1405 Seventh Ave.
More information is available by calling 529-3633.

Cinema Arts CommlttN of CEU will
sponsor the movies "Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington" and "It's a Wonderful
Life" Dec. 4 at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. in
Marco's. More information is available
by calling 696-2290.

"Guided Meditation," sponsored by
United Methodist Campus Ministry,
will be Thursdays at 12:30 p.m. in
Campus Christian Center. More information is available by calling Rev.
Susan Carse-McLocklin at 696-2444.

Coffeehouse Committee/CELI will
sponsor Bub and Scott Dec. IO at 9 p.m.
in Marco's. More information is available by calling 696-2290.

United Methodist and Episcopal Campus Ministries sponsors Service of Word

Coffeehouse Commlttee/CEU will

Cinema Arts CommlttN of CEU will

and Sacrament Sundays at 5 p.m. in
Campus Christian Center. More information is available by calling Rev.
Susan Carse-McLocklin at 696-2444.

Law schools, retail chain
sending representatives

GIVE BLOOD:
November 18 & 19
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Memorial Student Center
Marshall University
American Red Cross

said.
Skiles said-representatives from West
Reporter
Virginia University's law school will
have an information table set up Dec. 2
Two law schools and a department from 9 a.m. to noon in the lobby of
store will have representatives on cam- •Memorial Student Center.
pus during the next two weeks, said
1.'h
Roxanne Skiles, recruitment coordinae representatives will also be at
tor for the Career Planning and Place- the Criminal Justice Fair that afterment Center.
.
_ noon, she said.
Represent!_ltives from the law school
Recruiters from Ames Department
of Washington and Lee University in Stores, a national chain, will conduct
Lexington, Va. will be in the placement an informational meeting 7 p.m. Nov.
center Thursday from 8::.iU a.m. to 11 :30 30 in Prichard Hall 427, Skiles said.
a.m., Skiles said. Interested graduatThey will interview graduating sening seniors should call the placement iors majoring in business or liberal arts
center to schedule an interview, she Dec. 1 by appointment, she said. . .
By KENDRA SAMSON

• Cancel 2 parking tickets
when you donate· blood
• 2 Old Main prints to be given
away by Alumni Office
• 2 autographed B-balls Domino's will be
providing pizza
to be given away
in canteen to all
donors

Spm1sored by Student Government Association

/'
/
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Taxes for higher education
Faculty Senate proposes changes to Legisl_ative subcommittee
the faculty demand the raise of taxes
for the specific use ofhigher education.
Reporter
When some senators questioned
whether they should suggest ways of
Demanding a raise in taxes for higher funding to the legislators, President
education is what the Faculty Senate Dale F. Nitzschke said he was unsure if
suggested to the Legislative Subcom- the faculty should recommend ways of
mittee C during its visit Wednesday.
funding. He said it would probably be a
This recommendation was made dur- split decision.
Dr. Simon Perry, chairman of the
ing a meeting Tuesday after a.lengthy
discussion on what the faculty needs to Department of Political Science, said it
was appropriate for the faculty to sugexpress to the legislators.
The Legislative Affairs Committee gest ways of funding.
of the Faculty Senate recommended
"They (legislators) feel offended at
that the Faculty Senate request resto- the polls ifthey raise taxes, but we need
ration of the reduced funds for higher to find a way to let them know that
education, full funding of the salary raising taxes is the only way to fund
scale, funding of the faculty schedule higher education. We need to demand
and questioning the future of the Pub- action and quit playing this little game
lic Employees Insurance Board.·
that we play every year at this time."
The recommendation was made that Perry said.
By RONDA SEMRAU

-

Dr. Christopher L. Dolmetsch, associate profeBSOr of modem language,
said, "We are the voice of the Marshall ·
faculty; therefore, we should discuss
our self interest. It is our only selfinterest as a group.

"We need to justify with an unanimous voice the raising oftaxes for higher
education," Dolmetsch said.
Although the Board ofRegents agreed
that an additional tax should be forthcoming, there was no mention of a specific tax, Nitzschke said.
"I would like to suggest you get into a
discussion about overloading ofclasses
and· the number of students who are
turned away," Nitzschke said.
If overloading is stressed, the legislators will see the real importance of it,
he said.
.

Regional progress starts economic program
By LEITH MURRAY
Reporter

Marshall's Center for Regional Progress is in the first
phase of the Comprehensive _Economic Adjustment Program for the City of Huntington.
The program is part of a $74,981 grant which the university received to analyze the economic problems in the Huntington vicinity and to provide possible solutions to those
problems. The study is fun~ed by the Economic Development Administration, which is part of the United States
Department of Commerce.
Two questionnaires have been distributed to local businesses and iundusrties in the Huntington area. One thousand five hundred eighty-seven surveys have been sent to
area business and industry, government officials, churches
and educators to evaluate strenghts and weaknesses of the
economic resources, the infra structure of educational and
natural resources, and the social ,as well as, cultural
environment.
The second survey asks new residents to Huntington to
evaluate their perceptions of Huntington and it's economy.
Approximately 450 surveys were distributed. John A.

Spears of the Center for Regional Progress said the survey is
concentrated in the Cabell and ·wayne Counties of West
Virginia, but includes Carter, Boyd and Greenup Countiues
in Kentucky and Lawrence County in Ohio.
The center is also simultaneously in the process of studying three other areas including a comprehensive literature
review, a study of dislocated individuals and a study of the
, tremendous decline in the manufacturing sector.
The Center for Regional Progress has received a 24 per. cent return of the survey sent to educators, a 22 percent
return from churches, a 16 percent return from business and
industry and a 11-percent return from government officials,
Spears said.
"The purpose of the study is to analyze the data in light of
a shift in the economy, which is a shift from manufacturing
to the service industry," Spears said. The center will set out a
course of action and will also set recommendations and
develop strategies with the city of Huntington. According to
George W. Sexton, director for the Department of Development, the city can take this information in obtaining other
federal grants and will help in steps to bring the dislocated
and unemployed individuals back into the mainstream of
society. Re-training ofthese individuals is anotherconsideration.

Traveling world, moving old hat ~or freshman
By ANISSA HENDERSON
Reporter

Donald R. Ross is not an average
freshman.
At age 23 he is one credit hour away
from being a sophomore, has traveled
the world, decended while rapelling
from mountain tops and hunted wild
game in Ethiopia.
The oldest of three sons of a Navy
radio operator, Ross has lived in many
places. He was born in Alexandria, Va.
and at the age of three, his family
began moving to different parts of the
world.
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Ross has lived in Panama, Ethiopia,
Cuba, Key west, Fla., Colts Neck, N.J .,
Hurricane, Oklahoma, Germany and
Clarksville, Ky.
When thinking of Ethiopia, he remembers extremely hot weather and the
shortage of water.
"I was really young, but I remember
the rationing of water because it had to
be imported," he said.
As a child he accompanied his father
on hunting trips in the jungles of
Africa, where they hunted wild bore,
elk and monkeys.
Ross said his family did a lot of traveling and collected such things as

By ERIC DOUGLAS
Reporter

Possible misuse of the confidential computer records was the subject of an investigation by the Student Conduct and Welfare Committee, but a · lack actual documented complaints was cited as
the main reason no action was
being taken.
Mary Ann Thomas, associate
dean ofstudent lite and chair of the
subcommitt.eeinvestigatingthecomputer system break-ins, said even
though reports of possible misuse
of university computers did exist,
there was no documentation for
the subcommittee to investigate.
Thomas said for investigations
to be taken further there would
have to be documentation provided
with the complaint.
The committee reccomended
users adhere to the computer system rules of security, Thomas said.
It also suggested a list of the sanctions for misuse of the computer
systems be released and posted,
there should be no shared access
codes even though there may be
more users than computers at any
one time, secondary passwords
should be assigned to users on the
same access code and times logged
on to the computer should be noted.
"I have never been told the proper
rules for security on computer systems. Never anything verbal written or otherwise," Dr. Nell C. Bailey , vice president of Student
Affairs, said. Thomas said a memorandum was sent around last
spring.
Also, the members of the committee discussed the approval of
new campus organizations. Dr.
· Joseph R. Stone, chairman of Student Conduct and Welfare, said, all
groups approved by the committee
would have to be presented to the
Faculty Senate for a rubber stamp
approval.
·

CINDERELLA (G)
DAILV 5:00 7:00

STARTS FRI. 11/20
DEATH WISH IV (R)
DAILV 9:00

UNFAIR JOB
ADVANTAGE: A
KINKO'S RESUME
You'll stand apart from the crowd ·
with a aharJHooklng profeulonal
reaume from Klnko'a. ChOON from
a variety of paper atocka and let our
friendly staff ualat you In creating
an attention-getting statement
about youraelf

______ ......._
kinko'S·
•
•

African gold and some tapestries his
father once traded for a pair tennis
shoes and a bottle of wine.
Ross said that of all the places he has
ever lived, Cuba was his favorite be- ·
cause of the climate and beautiful
beaches.
He had never seen snow until he was
in junior high school in Colts Neck,
N.J. "After living in places with great
weather, I didn't like New Jersey too
well," he said.
Ross's father retired to Hurricane
after serving 22 years in the Navy.
At 19, Ross joined the Army and
became a radio operator and repairman like his father.

Little documentation
reason for no action
In computers' misuse

331 Hal Greer Blvd. 529-6110
(Across From Old Main)

FLOWERS IN THE ATTIC (PG 13)
DAILY 5:10 7:10 9 :10
STARTS FRI. 11/ 20

•

FAST FREE DELIVERY

Largest selection of

sandwiches, platters,
salads, desserts
and din.ners

525-1591

BAIIY B0011 (PG)
DAILY 5 :00 7:20 9:35

SAT. SUN. IIAT. 2:30
Arnold lcllwanen1111r
RUNNING IIAN (R)
DAIL V 5:30 7:30 9:30
SAT. SUN. IIAT . 1:30 3:30
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MU performs premiere of graduate's play

Playwright's beginnings 'A Chance·Ki-nd of Thing'
old Royal typewriter, but that was as
far as his budding writing career got
until the day of the contest deadline.

By SCOTT MITCHELL
Reporter

Story and character ideas are as
plentiful to David A. Johnson as the
world is populous. ·
"Everbody I meet is grist for the
mill," said Johnson, whose play, ''The
Fighting 69th," premiered Wednesday
night in Old Main theater. "If I meet
somebody, chances are pretty good that
they'll one day end up as part of one
my characters."
Johnson, a 1984 Marshall theater
graduate, acted in several university
productions as an undergraduate, but
said his start as a playright came,
almost accidentally, while he was studying at Actor's Theater of Louisville.
"Actor's Theater sponsors the Starving Actors Playwriting Contest e~ch
year," Johnson said. "John Jory, the
artistic director there, felt I had
shown potential writing dialogue and
encouraged me and a couple of other
people to enter.
"I had never really written anything major before, but I decided to
give it a shot."
Johnson said he had purchased an

"It was about six hours before the
midnight deadline and I hadn't written a thing," Johnson remembered. "I
figured, 'What the heck,?' I'd gone out
and invested in the typewriter so I
might as well sit down and write
something.
"I re-read what I had written at
about 11:30 and almost tore it up."
Johnson relented and entered his
play in the anonymous contest under
a hastily scribbled title and then forgotahoutit,notreallygiving himselfmuch
of a chance of winning.
"About four weeks later they posted
the winners' names all around the ·
theater," Johnson said. '1There were
no names on the play~ so they listed
them by titles only.
"I checked the list and didn't see
one that I remembered, but the next
day everybody was talking about how
no one had claimed the first prize,"
Johnson said.
"Then one day I was in one of the
offices and a girl was reading the
titles of the winning entries when it
finally hit ·me," Johnson said "I

asked her to repeat what she had said
and sure enough, there it was - 'A
Chance Kind of Thing' - the title I
had hurriedly written down. I had
won first prize."
Johnson entered the contest the
next year also, finishing second. His
career as a playright was off and
running.
Johnson has never forgotten his Marshall roots either, crediting Dr. N.
Bennett East with teaching him everything he knows about theater. East is
chairman of the department oftheater
and dance and director of the play's
Marshall performances.
Johnson said his close relationship
with East was one reason he felt comfortable in approaching the theater
department with his script and allowing them to premiere the work.
"Dr. East and I have much the
same philosophy and ideas about
theater, so I knew I could count on
him to do a good job," Johnson said.
"Writing a play is kind of like childbirth, you get very overprotective, but
I new I could trust Dr. East and the
department here at Marshall."
Johnson said the overprotectiveness
he feels toward his works was the

main reason he would never direct or
perform in anything he has written.
"I feel that once I have written the
material, my job is basically over,"
Johnson said. "At that point I turn it
over to the director, his staff and the
actors, looking for their opinions and
input."
Johnson said he was excited about
the prospects of seeing his work performed in front of an audience.
"I don't think I'll be that nervous,
but I will definitely be into it," Johnson said. "I'll be watching and listening to the audience for its reaction.
"The audience is probably the most
powerful part of the alliance that also
includes playright, director, cast and
crew," Johnson said. "They are the
jury-the ones who pass judgment."
"I'm really pleased by all aspects of ·
the production," Johnson· said. "The
set is one of the best I've ever seen. It's
really a honey, and the actors are all
wonderfully cast."
Johnson said the show might be
performed by professional companies
in the future, noting that he has had a
couple of offers, but said the Marshall
performances a nd the characters
being created this week on the Old
Main stage will always be the heart of
"The Fighting 69th."

Writer says his p_lay differs
·from other black comedies
By SCOTT MITCHELL
· Reporter

Craig A. Johnson, a Marshall graduate and
author of the play "The Fighting 69th," describes
his work as an "absurdist black comedy," a genre
that he says is symptomatic of the times.
"With media like television, cables, movies, etc.
people have seen it all," Johnson said. "The public
has been beat to death with all sorts of escapisttype fare. In order for theater to continue to grow
· we have to take the best of television and the
movies and add it to the excitement of the live
stage."
Johnson said.he wrote the play while living in
Chicago.
"I wrote the first act in about two weeks and
then spent the next four months anguishing over
the second," he said.
Pho1o by MARK CZEWSKI

Marshall graduate Craig A. Johnson, who wrote
"The Fighting 69th," sits with members of the

cast. The play will be performed by the
department of theater and dance which premiered last night and will run through Saturday .
In Old Main audltorfum.

While the theme of most black comedy is usually
based on serious issues and "The Fighting 69th"
does deal with the problems of dealing with the
nuclear age, Johnson said he took care not to beat
his audience over the head with the issue.
"I didn't want to go for a big anti-nuclear statement," Johnson said. "Instead, I just wanted to
make people think about how much -the world
changed when that bomb fell on Hiroshima.
"Things have just gotten so big and so powerful
and so fast in such a short period of time," he said.
"Colonel Hemmings and the other older pilots in
the play kind ofrepresent the old 'stick and rudder'
type of warrior, when war was still 'romantic,'
while Freeman , Betty and Willie represent the
more modern, 'climb in the jet, read the gauges
and drop the bombs mentality.'"
"I think Hemmings says it best in the play when
he lapses into one of his 'nuclear trances and says
'It's getting so it's not enough just to be a man
anymore,'" Johnson explained. "He realizes that
machines are taking a lot of things out of men's
hands and decides it's time for he and the others to
'check out of this bourgeoisie motel.' Time has
passed them by."
" Freeman, Betty and Willie also represent the
hope for the future," Johnson said.

THE STUDENT LEGAL AID CENTER
Provides advice and counseling to all students.
ATTORNEY FOR STUDENTS: Offers advice on any-type of legal

problem such as Landlord/Tenant, Criminal.Disputes,· Consumer.
Information, Domestic, and other areas.
i'
OMBUDSMAN: Assists students in understanding the variou.s policies and procedures within the university such as Grade Appeals,
Judicial Board Appeals, Grievances, Mediation, and other areas.
Stop by at the times listed below, or call for an appointment

-696-2366.

MIKE WOELFEL

·'

.

.

ATTORNEY HOURS
5:00-6 P.M.
NOON-1 :30 P.M.
OMBUDSMAN HOURS
11:00-3:00 P.M.

.

THURSDAY
FRIDAY

Stylists - Cathy Fowler, Donna Diamond, Barb Nelson,
Richard Boggs, Gregg VanHoose, E. O'Dell Lucas-Owner

1118 6th Ave., Huntington, WV 525-7898
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Getting the Scoop
Media Day horde probes Huck, Herd
~

Herd nets three
juco recruits

"'

By GREG STONE
Sports Editor

Marshall Coach Rick Huckabay went
fishing for 11 recruits this fall, but
so far has only netted three, all jun•
ior college prospects from the South.
At Wednesday's media day, Huck•
abay announced the early signings
of Gary Strickland, a guard from
Lees-McRae Junior College in'North
Carolina; Jules Burton, a 6-7, 220pound post player from Shelby State
Community College in Memphis,
Tenn.; and Scott Williams, a 6-3,
175-pound guard from Walters State
Community College in Morristown,
Tenn.
The early signing period began
last Wednesday and ended yesterday. It gives high school players a
chance to commit to a college early.
Huckabay said Williams, a three•
point specialist, is on an academic
scholarship at Walters and carrying
a 3.5 grade point average. Williams
reportedly made a 25 on his ACT.
Strickland is on the other end of
the spectrum, however. The guard is
sitting out this season and attend•
ing Marshall in an effort to get the S1'1p Henderson-gets grilled by BIii Tolbert of the Beckley Register-Herald at Wednesday's Media Day.
24 hours necessary to play next
year.
Marshall lost three players to
bigger schools, including Stacey
Williams, a 6-11 center from Alma,
Before reporters descended on the Henderson Center instead of thinking shot all the time."
Ga.; Todd Mundt, a 7-footer from
Junior and returning starter John Humphrey: "He's had
Jackson, Tenn.; and Craig Walker, Arena floor to interview Herd basketball players at Wedflesday's Media Day, Coach Rick Huckabay gave a run• a pulled muscle, so he's just been bumping along, strug6-8 from Sanford, Fla.
Williams opted for Florida State, down on some of his talent for this supposedly banner gling a little. But even the other day when he was going at
half speed he looked pretty good."
Mundt for Memphis State and season.
Huckabay on · senior guard Skip Henderson: "He's
Junior Pete Brown: "Pete's never really gotten back his
Walker for Auburn.
Huckabay said he knew he'd lost quicker, faster and stronger. That's hard to believe because complete movement in his knee. (Brown injured his knee
his freshman year.)
·
Williams when the prep star came he was the strongest guy on the team last year."
Returning senior starter Tom Curry: "He's a slim, trim · Freshman Andre Cunningham: (Cunningham missed
up for a recruiting visit.
version this year."
last year because of Proposition 48.) "Missing practice
"He was looking at all the banSenior and last year~s rebounding leader Rodney Holden: time has hurt him. I hope they keep Proposition 48, but I
ners on the wall, and I thought he "He's a different kid too. He's matured. All our practices think they should let the kid practice."
was looking at our winning years," are fun, because we don't have to spend a lot of time
Freshman Tom Cassity: "He's a freshman. He's strug•
Huckabay said. "But then he asked, leaching."
gling."
·
_
'VMI? What's that stand for? I knew
Senior Maurice Bryson: "He's really into his ministry. . Sophomore and junior college transfer Jeff Pinder from
we'd lost him then because he didn't (Bryson is training to become a full-time minister.) The freeport, Bahamas: "He's greatly improved, but he's had
even know they were in our league." other day we let him leave- practice early to preach."
to miss this week to meet with counselors and tutors
Senior Tommy Boyd: "He's learning to give up the ball because of-his grades."
The coach said he thought all the
prospects who went to other schools
wanted to play in a larger confer· ·
ence with a television package.
He added that a couple other players from down South may have
withHuntii,gt.onHerald-Dispat,choolum- say, what you write and how you
By GREG STONE
signed but wanted to wait a while
feel," he said. "In my four years of
nist
EmieSalvatore, a Charleston GazSports
Editor
longer.
·
ette writer and has refused to talk to head coaching, I wished I'd handled
"One said, ·Coach, I'll sign with
the media better."
most Parthenon reporters for the
Coach Rick Huckabay called a
you in April, but I want to wait.
Nevertheless, Huckabay said Wed•
last
year.
.
temporary truce Wednesday in his
Don't you understand?"
nesdaywasthelastdayreporters would
To help him get along better with
sometimes stormy relationship with
"I told him, 'No, I don't,"' Huckahave access to a Marshall practice.
sports scribes, Huckabay said
reporters, before changing his tune
bay jokingly added.
Southern Cal Coach George Ravelsomewhat. ·
"Today's practice is the last you
Liberty Baptist's coach had an
ing sent the fourth-year coach a
"When
we
leave
out
of
here,
the
will
see, so write all you want."
unusual recruiting ploy, Huckabay
book recently on how to handle the
competition
starts,"
he
said
at
Mar•
said.
Huckabay said this year's highly
media.
shall basketball media day. "This is
Herd team needs to get down
'(he book's advice, said Hucka• · touted
the only time we're together for one
"He told a kid not to sign with us
to
business,
without the presence of
thing -Marshall basketball. Then
bay, was to not get too excited over
becausethoeeguys(Marshall'scoaches)
the media at practice.
the good things writers have to say
we start writing our stories, doing
are doing such a good job that they
"This place (Henderson Center) is
or the bad. But that's hard for him to
our thing. Youhaveajobtodoandl
won't be there much longer. Besides,
our classroom. It's where we do our
do, he admitted.
have a job to do."
we've got a TV package, (Jerry Fal1;$ching," Huckabay said.
"I do care what you (the media)
In the past Huckabay has feuded
well's Liberty Network)" he said.
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Henderson qu·icker, Curry leaner

-Huck calls temporary media truce _
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John Mars-h all oratori·a1 concludes cele-b ration
By VIRGINIA K. CROWE
Reporter

The Sesquicentennial celebration
will end on an high note - rather, on a
few high musical notes.
"Chief Justice John Marshall," a
music epic written by Dr. Paul W.
Whear, professor of music, will conclude the year-long 150th anniversary
celebration at 8 p.m. Sunday and Monday in Smith Recital Hall.
The "oratorial" was first written in
1975 and represented West Virginia in
Washington, D.C. in 1976. It has been
performed in Michigan and Ohio as

Throw first,
party later.
makes winner
And academics
most important
By ANGELA J. LESTER
Reporter

For eight years, one Huntington
junior has been throwing away
chances to party.
Instead Lynn Cotton's chances
to party have come second to her
interest in throwing the discus for
the Herd's track team.
Her dedication has paid off by
giving her a first place finish atthe
Southern Conference tournament
last spring. She also broke the previous conference record.
She credits her junior high coach
for first getting her interested in
throwing discus and taught her
the correct form and technique.
"A lot of people come to college
and have to learn form and technique all over again," she said.
While on the Huntington High
track team she was an all-state
performer and placed second in the
state.
Cotton practices her technique
five to six days a week during track
season and four days a week throughout the off season.
Track coach Dennis Brachna and
two volunteer coaches work with
her.
"I try not to think about actually
throwing while I'm competing,"
she said. "I concentrate on technique and ifmy body is in the right
position."
The speech pathology major said
her inspiration is Phil Douglas, a
volunteer coach, who she said cares
about the person instead of just the
athlete. .
Throwing the discuss has allowed
Cotton to meet a lot of new people
and develop friendships with her
competitors, she said.
· Even though Cotton said track is
important to her, she said being a
student comes first. "Track comes
second."

well.
"Each state was given a evening to
do what they wanted," Whear said. "It
(the musical) was chosen on a competitive basis. Some (states) had a variety
of shows. Ours was chosen as the one
representation for West Virginia."
In the "Chief Justice" three periods
of John Marshall's career are covered.
The Revolutionary War period includes
·the assembly of the Culpepper Militia,
Valley Forge and the ratification of the
Constitution at the Virginia Assembly.
The statesman period depicts his
election to Congress, his service as a
French envoy and as Secretary of

State. Finally, the Chief Justice period
includes the impeachment trials of
Supreme Court Justices, the tr~ason
trial of Aaron Burr, important decisions, and homage at death and heritage of Constitutional law.
Soprano Judith Cavendish of Cha- ·
rleston and baritone Paul A. Balshaw
of Huntington are featured. Also, narration by William Griffin of Frankfort,
Ky., and retired Judge C.W. Ferguson
III of Wayne will cover his judicial
decisions.
Whear's teaching career at Marshall
began in 1969, and he conducts the
Huntington Chamber Orchestra and

serves as a member of the Interlochen
National Music Camp faculty in Michigan.
He has been awarded many prizes in
nation~} composition contests, grants
from the National Endowment for the
Arts and continuing Association of
Songwriters, Composers and Performers (ASCAP) awards.
The chorus was organized by Dr.
Joseph E. Line, associate professor of
music and choral director. Choral members are from the Choral Union, the
University Chorus, and former members who participated in the previous
productions.

Now that you've gotten into Marshall,
IBM can help you get more out of it.
The road to graduation is paved
with term papers, lab reports, cramming,
all-nighters and, of <;ourst\ exams.
To 'case that journey and awaken
your professors to your exceptional
abilities~we suggest the newest nwmber
of the IBM~ Personal Systcm/2" lamily:
the Model 25 Collel!iatt•. It's a high-powered personal eomputer with advanc(~d graphics capabilities,
designed to fit on your desk without
adding to the clutter. And it comes with
a generous 640 KR memor)~two·~t5"
diskette drives and an aid package e\"ery
student can apprecialt'-a big discount.

plus Microsoft~ Wirnlows 1.0"1-. \\'rite. Paint.
Canlfilt>, IB~I DOS 3.3 and a moust•.
.Pop in the load-and-go diskettt' and
your J\lodt•l 25 Coll1•~ia1t· is sd to help
y11u wrilt' and revise Ion~ pap•·rs and
illustri1tt· your point:- hy l'Ollliiining
words and ~raphi..s. So your prof1·ssors
will draw farnrnhll' t'011cl11sio11s about
vour work.
for mon· inli,rmation 011 th•· ~lod1·l
25 Col-legiah\ visit th1· IB~I 1-:du('ation
Produt't Coordinator on campus.
You'll c1uickh·
. 1,·arn how to r..,., the
most out ofthe IB~l H' rsonal = __
Sv,;ll'm /2.
= - -~";"§:

-=="'

Microsoft is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. IBM 1s a registered trademark and Personal System/2 ,s a tra~emark of the International

Business Machines Corporation. ~ I BM 1987.
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